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'Mumbai 26/11 was just a curtain raiser':
NSG chief warns of 'multi-city' terror attacks
but insists 'India is prepared'
By MAIL TODAY BUREAU
PUBLISHED: 01:24 GMT, 17 October 2014 | UPDATED: 01:24 GMT, 17 October 2014

View comments

The elite National Security Guard (NSG) has been preparing to combat multi-city attacks declared
by global terror outfits such as ISIS and Al-Qaeda after receiving warnings from intelligence
agencies.
The warning of a combined terror attack was sounded by NSG Director General J.N. Choudhury
who, while describing the threat perception, called the 26\11 Mumbai attacks that killed 166 people
“just a curtain raiser.”
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Prepared: A NSG commando team during the 30th Raising Day event in Delhi. NSG Director General J.N.
Choudhury said India is equipped to deal with terror threats

The NSG chief, at the same time, said the force is fully prepared and will respond to any critical
situation as and when it is required.
Choudhury said it was more than a possibility now that the global terror groups might find allies in
similar organisations like Harkatul- Mujahideen, Jaish-e- Mohammad, Indian Mujahideen and
Lashkar-e- Taiba, which already have a presence in India.

Raising Day
“So the apprehension we have is that if they do have a combined strategy or operations, we have to
be prepared and be alert if a combined group gets into action.
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"Then there is a threat and possibility of a multi-city multiple attacks. That is what we are preparing
for and hence we are also working with anti-terrorist forces and state police forces,” Chaudhary
said.
He was speaking on the sidelines of the 30th Raising Day of the force that was set up in 1984 for
special combat tasks.
The director general said while the National Security Guard does not have an independent
intelligence wing to corroborate these emerging security developments in the country and across
the globe, these possibilities have been given to intelligence agencies working in this domain.
“What happened in Mumbai on 26/11 was just a curtain raiser. That’s why we are taking efforts to
make sure that we will anticipate and try to prepare for any contingency,” he said.
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effectively counter any such scenario.
The NSG chief said the commando force is also planning to train its men in countering “fidayeen”
attacks, which could be launched with the help of Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs).
He said apart from equipping the commandos with a host of new gadgets, weapons, equipment and
training being given to them, the fundamentalists are also taking up a new module to prepare the
‘black cats’ in undertaking operations in the inland waterways, the jungle theatre and chemical and
biological warfare, and a five-year plan has been prepared in this regard.

'No country can warn India'
Home Minister Rajnath Singh, who was also
present at the NSG Raising Day, reacted
strongly to China’s objection to constructing a
road along the border in Arunachal Pradesh.

Singh was asked about China's strong reaction
to India’s plans to construct a road network
along the McMahon Line from Mago-Thingbu in
Tawang to Vijaynagar in Changlang district of
Arunachal Pradesh to match China's
infrastructure development.
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The Government is taking a number of steps to improve infrastructure along the Sino-Indian
border.
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and resolve the issue,” he said.

“There is a dispute about the eastern part of the
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action that may further complicate the situation,”
Chinese Foreign Ministry Spokesman Hong Lie
had said .
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NSG team at Burdwan blast site
By Soudhriti Bhabani
A 13-member team of NSG commandos carried out a search operation in and around an
abandoned madrasa in West Bengal’s Burdwan district on Thursday.
The team recovered tape recorders, wires, timer devices and chemicals from the area during the
raid jointly conducted with the National Investigation Agency (NIA) sleuths.
According to sources, the team suspects the madarsa was a training camp for terrorists.
Meanwhile, NIA officials expressed concern over their security.
The Border Security Force (BSF) has been put on high alert. Border areas with neighbouring
Bangladesh have also been sealed.
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friend Alicia Cargile

Model behaviour! Katie
Piper is a catwalk queen
in a chic fringed gold
creation as she takes to
the runway at Fashion
For Relief
Looked amazing
Fit for a queen:
Caroline Flack makes
her catwalk debut in
tulle prom dress and
crown-shaped hat at
Fashion For Relief
charity show
Fashion bunny Pixie
Lott hops down the
catwalk in INCREDIBLY
plunging tailored
playsuit at Naomi
Campbell's Ebola
fundraiser
Maybe she's born with
it... Jourdan Dunn rules
the Fashion For Relief
runway show with
multiple outfit changes
London Fashion Week is
just hours away from
kicking off
Golden couple!
Michelle Keegan and
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Mark Wright sport
matching deep tans at
Fashion For Relief
catwalk show
Dapper on red carpet

Newly engaged Lady
Gaga flexes her body
with paddleboard yoga
as she gears up to
perform at the Oscars
Getting ready for the big
night
Precious actress
Mo'Nique 'was
blackballed by
Hollywood for being
difficult' after Oscar win
Wasn't flooded with offers
after 2010 win
Amy Willerton is the
SPITTING IMAGE of
Cindy Crawford as she
pays homage to
supermodel by
recreating some of her
most iconic looks
Brushing off the
bullies! Kendall Jenner
models floral dress with
gothic make-up at Marc
Jacobs New York
Fashion Week show
Ruled the runway
Mila Kunis bares her
toned midriff in a chic
blue blouse just four
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months after giving
birth to her first child
She's slimmed down in no
time

SEBASTIAN
SHAKESPEARE: Tom's
found a rival for Mrs
Clooney
Actor has been spotted
handing around the Inns
of Court in London
And the winner is...!
Scarlett Johansson
goes au natural as she
breezes through
rehearsals for the
Oscars
Presenting an award
Go on my son! Doting
dad David Beckham
enthusiastically cheers
as son Romeo scores
for Arsenal's academy
in 3-2 victory over
Liverpool
British beauties Alexa
Chung and Donna Air
lead the fashion pack in
midi skirts at burlesque
themed bash
Stars rang in Chinese
New Year in style
Amber Rose posts
pool twerking video
after making waves
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online by feuding with
the Kardashians and ex
Wiz Khalifa
Shared a twerking video

Baby it's cold outside!
New mother Liv Tyler
looks chic in stylish
coat on solo outing a
week after giving birth
Liv Tyler enjoyed a solo
outing in New York
Giving the drama the
cold shoulder! Khloe
Kardashian and Kylie
Jenner enjoy a
heli-skiing jaunt after
Amber Rose feud
Questions over Kylie's
friendship with Tyga
Kris Jenner posts
flashback snap of Kylie
and Kendall posing with
her first husband Robert
Kardashian... as their
father Bruce could face
charges for crash
Britney Spears
reunites with old pal
Melissa Joan Hart... 16
years after starring
together in the (You
Drive Me) Crazy music
video
Sir Kenneth Branagh
faces airbrush storm
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over poster image of
Lily James' minuscule
waist in Cinderella
Sparked an internet
backlash

Bobbi Kristina taken
off ventilator and given
a tracheotomy but her
condition remains
unchanged after three
weeks in hospital
Dire situation
Stray greys? All
women know just how
you feel, Kate (... and
here's why it strikes so
young)
Inadvertently exposed a
handful of silver streaks.
EXCLUSIVE: The
moment Speaker's wife
Sally Bercow was
winched off a mountain
after breaking leg in
NINE places in horrific
ski accident
Bye Kim! Kanye West
dons his new favorite
velour hoodie as he jets
out of JFK on a flight to
London without his wife
Couple often spend
periods apart
Sienna Miller is a
vision in white as she
captivates Vogue's
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Anna Wintour front row
at the Calvin Klein show
during NYFW

BAZ BAMIGBOYE:
Nicole Scherzinger and
Rita Ora make Gary
Barlow a very busy boy
Nicole Scherzinger and
Rita Ora have joined
forces with Gary Barlow
'They are ridiculous':
Collection of artwork by
Charles Bronson found
in an art gallery drawer
expected to fetch
£30,000 at auction
Controversial art
Revealed: TV Judge
Robert Rinder was best
man at Benedict
Cumberbatch and
pregnant Sophie
Hunter's Valentine's Day
wedding
Lupita Nyong'o wows
in a rainbow of colours
to present Vanguard
Award at Essence Black
Women In Hollywood
Luncheon
Certainly stood out
Have you Sheen this
man? Ashton Kutcher
posts touching tribute
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to Two And A Half Men
co-star Jon Cryer... as
speculation builds on
Charlie's finale return

'He's a joke as a
designer': Kanye West's
debut Adidas collection
slammed by the
industry's elite including Fashion Week
creator Fern Mallis
Busy night! Boyhood's
Patricia Arquette
attends two events in
one night as Academy
Awards approach
Favourite to win the Best
Supporting Actress
A beautiful bromance:
Handsome Hugh
Jackman and David
Beckham are backstage
buddies at Graham
Norton show
Good-looking duo
100 years of beauty,
revolution and
repression: From wavy
hair in the Forties to
enforced hijabs in the
Eighties, how Iranian
fashion has changed
over the decades
Modern Family star
Sarah Hyland looks
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effortlessly elegant in
sweeping silver gown
as she makes an
entrance at
unite4:humanity event

Scarlett Johansson
visits pal in Los Feliz as
Ghost in the Shell fans
petition her casting as
Japanese lead
38K signatures
demanding recast
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